What are these industries?
Some key companies

Animation Studios
- Blue Sky, Disney, Dreamworks, Industrial Light and Magic, Nickelodeon, Pixar, Sony Imageworks

VFX Houses
- Digital Domain, Double Negative, Industrial Light and Magic, Sony Imageworks

Game studios
- EA, Microsoft, Sony, Nintendo
Pipeline
Simplified...

- Story/Concept
- Modeling/Rigging
- Surfacing
- Animation
- Lighting/Rendering
- Editorial
Concept

Digital Illustration, Sequential Art

Dave’s website
Modeling

3D Modeling
Figure Modeling
Advanced 3D Modeling

Demo
Fall2012 3D Modeling examples
James’s Reel
Zia’s Reel
Joseph’s Reel
Rigging

Modeling sequence

Adam’s Reel
Surfacing

Modeling sequence

Demo

Examples from Fall2012
Animation (keyframed)

Modeling sequence

Demo

Adam’s Reel
Gundeep’s Reel
Animation (procedural)

462

Nathan’s Reel
Ritvik’s Reel
Animation (phys based)

563

Jeremy’s Reel
Dan’s Reel
Judy’s Reel
Shehzan’s Reel
Rendering/Lighting

Modeling sequence
460,565

565 Reel
Karl’s Reel
Peter’s Reel
Ian’s Reel
Game design

564,568